In an attempt to effectively manage the collection of information within their operations, manufacturing enterprises have implemented Manufacturing Execution Systems. One of the notable disadvantages of the traditional report system is its lack of a flexible query mechanism, which leads to poor query performance. This research attempts to develop a prototype of a personalized flexible report system in which users can themselves set query information to support existing business intelligence systems or a traditional report system. Based on the interviews of actual users, we developed a personalized flexible report prototype system to satisfy their needs. This improvement in the report system reduces the work load of information personnel and, thereby, improves work efficiency.
Introduction
In an attempt to effectively manage the collection of information within their operations, manufacturing enterprises have implemented Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES). The Advanced Manufacturing Research (AMR) organization defines MES as "an integrated architecture for plantwide information management that groups applications and functions around a central common database used to share product and process data among the applications" [1] , [2] . The Manufacturing Enterprise Solutions Association (MESA) indicates that "MES delivers information that enables the optimization of production activities from order launch to finished goods. Using current and accurate data, MES guides, initiates, responds to, and reports on plant activities as they occur" [3] .
One of the notable disadvantages of the traditional report system is its lack of a flexible query mechanism, which leads to poor query performance. Due to different report requirements among users playing different roles, a huge amount of complex-and mostly unnecessary-data is displayed in each user's report. Business intelligence (BI) systems are "specialized tools for data analysis, query and reporting, that support organizational decision-making that potentially enhances the performance of a range of business processes" [4] . BI systems use Extract-Transform-Load tools to help discover and correct data quality issues and efficiently load large volumes of data into the warehouse [5] and then present information through BI reports. In order to increase sales and market share, BI system vendors expound a variety of functions, which were designed to meet a variety of business needs. Therefore, as business needs expand, functions of BI systems become increasingly complex and-as a result-increasingly difficult for users to learn.
In order to overcome the issues of complex standard report, this research attempts to develop a prototype of a personalized flexible report system in which users can themselves set query information to support existing BI systems or a traditional report system. The purposes of the study are as follows: (1) to understand the structural features of Data Warehouse and Manufacturing Execution Systems; (2) to learn the data features of MES in the packaging and testing industry; (3) to provide a way for users to get personalized reports quickly based on personal requirements.
Research Method and System Structure
We conducted semi-structured interviews for requirement analysis for a personalized flexible report system. AA company was chosen for the development of the prototyping report system. AA company is among the top five IC packaging and testing manufacturers in the world. Its largest manufacturing plants are located in South Korea, Shanghai, the Philippines and Taiwan with 2,600 employees in Taiwan 
Requirement Analysis
The case company generates manufacturing reports for production line department, production management department, and quality management department. Workers can be further classified into operator, engineer, manager, order entry personnel, planner. Different workers in different department have different needs for report. For example, engineers in production line department need yield, output, scrap, transaction history, while engineers in quality management department need group hold, future hold and scrap report. A traditional unified reporting system showing everything for every user may not work in the case company.
We used semi-structured method to interview eight experienced workers with more than five-year experience from different departments. The results of the interviews showed that the reporting system of MES should:
 provide correct production information, speed up data query, provide flexible operation interface and improving flexible settings and management;  simplify the query operation, increase user convenience and help users to reduce the waiting time for generating a report;  provide users with the information after a comprehensive analysis and allow flexible customization so that users can query the information they need more efficiently.
System Structure
Based on the suggestions found in requirement analysis, we proposed a system structure to include user authority, data query setting, and personalized report (see Figure 1) for the development of the personalized flexible report system.
User authority module help system administrator set system functions for users to operate based on users' group and authority. Data query setting module let system administrator set table, data field and data relation to show the information user's query based on users' group and authority. The personalized report module allows users to set personal query criteria and field by themselves and then store the settings after they login to the report system. 
We followed a three-tier architecture (see Fig. 2 ) to develop the personalized report system. All data is stored in a Data Warehouse server. Client users used browser to interact with Application Server to generate their own personalized report. Users do not need powerful computing devices to complete their tasks since the major computing is on the server side. 
Prototype Development
We followed the relational database approach [6] to develop the personalized flexible report system. 11 tables listed in Fig. 3 were created to satisfy the system requirements. Next, we discussed the details of three modules in the system.
Abbreviations and Acronyms
The main purpose of this module is to use user group to simplify the process by assigning functions available to users based on their roles. The code below shows the way to join the corresponding table.
Select u.loginname,g.groupname,f.functionname,ft.functiontypename,f.weburl ,ft.functiontypeid,f.functionid from PR_user u join PR_group g on u.groupid=g.groupid join PR_groupauthority ga on g.groupid=ga.groupid join PR_function f on ga.functionid=f.functionid join PR_functiontype ft on f.functiontypeid=ft.functiontypeid where u.loginname='admin'
The entity relationship diagram in Figure 4 shows the details of this module. 
Data Query Setting
Based on the user group of a user, this module help link all required tables together in order to build the overall view of data inquiry based on users' requests. The code below shows the preparation and Figure 5 shows the relationships. select tt.tabletypeid as ID, tt.tabletypename as Name from PR_user u join PR_group g on u.groupid=g.groupid join pr_grouptabletype gtt on gtt.groupid=g.groupid join pr_tabletype tt on tt.tabletypeid=gtt.tabletypeid where u.loginname='admin' 
Other Recommendations
Users may need to generate different reports from time to time. They may need to generate the same report style later. This module helps user to save personal setting according to the criteria and details of queries. When the user needs to perform the same query again, he or she loads the pre-stored settings to save time. The code used to join the tables is listed below and the relationships diagram is listed in Figure 6 .
Select tt.tabletypename,td.fieldname,c.symbol,c.comparevalue,c.loginname ,t.abbreviation,t.tablename,td.FieldType from pr_condition c join pr_tabletype tt on tt.tabletypeid=c.tabletypeid join pr_table t on t.tableid=c.tableid join pr_tabledetail td on td.fieldname=c.fieldname and td.tableid=t.tableid where c.loginname='admin' 
Oracle relational database was used for data warehouse and the adjusted data were used to speed up the query report. Data warehouse of the report system was built on Sun Solaris operating system. The application server was developed using Microsoft Visual Studio . 
System Validation
We tested our prototype using the workers in the interview process. They were experienced workers with more than five years of experience. They also worked from different departments with different roles. The coverage of user role for the validation was satisfied. Based on the features they need to use for their jobs, they used the prototype to apply queries, store personal settings, and reuse the stored criteria and settings. Requirements were met and they found it beneficial. Flexibility and efficiency were reflected in the validation process. None issues were reported and flexible query mechanism was ensured.
Discussion and Conclusion
One disadvantage of the traditional report system is its lack of a flexible query mechanism. This shortcoming leads to poor query performance, namely cumbersome reports that take a long time to produce. Because the requirements for users vary considerably, the reports become vast and complex. From the perspective of information management personnel, requirements to increase and decrease report fields are numerous. Too much time is needed to maintain users' reports. Although a BI system provides a flexible query service, many functions are not changed according to the user's requirements. Additionally, system vendors focus on varied, powerful functions to increase their sales and market share. In reality, the system functions are complex and difficult to learn and use effectively.
After interviewing several production managers, researchers in this study found that the personalized flexible report system with simple settings and operation interface can help users receive queried information faster as well as help production management personnel find problems. Although the personalized flexible report system cannot support requirements for customization that are too specific, it reduces the amount of similar and repetitive content that would otherwise have been included. Also, it helps reduce the proposed change requirements. Information personnel consider that reducing the revision times of one report can decrease the time spent revising or developing other, newer reports. This improvement in the report system reduces the work load of information personnel and, thereby, improves work efficiency.
However, this work utilizes a specific industry. If functions are set and changed accordingly based on a
